Portfolio Design
A portfolio presents your best work for job interviews, grant applications, competitions, and applications to graduate
school. Tailor the content to the occasion—answer those questions in which the audience is interested. For example,
graduate schools are interested in your development and growth. Potential employers care about your process, but
also your skills and abilities—they’re not so concerned about your personal journey. Even though you’re still the same
designer, you’d tweak your portfolio accordingly, discussing more of the philosophy behind your work in a portfolio
submitted for advanced study.

Text

In any case, you want to highlight your ideas, including the challenge presented (so save those assignment sheets),
and emphasize what was interesting about your solution. Don’t just show a sketch and describe what’s in it, the
viewer can see that for themselves. If you’re going to present text, the text should explain what the viewer cannot
see: the original challenge, your process, and what’s interesting about your ideas and solution.
Start at the beginning. Too many designers start in the middle of the story and focus on a detail they spent time on.
Start by explaining the project or problem you’re trying to solve. You can go into details later. Think about the audience and what they most want to hear. Omit anything negative, don’t talk about a challenge you didn’t solve. The
only way to write good text is by writing multiple drafts.

Portfolio Elements

Cover: Your name, your year, perhaps an image, perhaps abstracted
Table of Contents: Some students have one, I don’t see a function to it. I recommend omitting.
Interior Pages: Design a grid (see page 3) for your text and images. This is why you should use InDesign and not
Photoshop or Illustrator

Physical Portfolios

Easy & professional: Purchase pre-made portfolios (Itoya brand for example), from Art Coop, campus bookstores, or
Dick Blick. www.dickblick.com
Slightly complicated: Print out your own sheets & have them spiral bound at Fed Ex/Kinko’s
Complicated: Download software from Blurb and get a hardbound portfolio. www.blurb.com
More complicated and somewhat expensive: Lincoln Bookbindery in Urbana can bind any book and with an
astounding array of materials (I’ve seen astro-turf used). www.lincolnbindery.com
Most complicated: Create your own box and boards.
Do not create a portfolio so large or oddly shaped that it becomes awkward for you to carry and for the reader to
view. Be careful in your binding—the piece must be able to withstand multiple handlings. A poorly constructed
binding is the downfall of many a portfolio.

Online Portfolios

Any PDF file can be uploaded and turned into an animated file at Issuu.com. Go view the competition for inspiration.
I prefer this method over CDs as issuu pages can be bookmarked and don’t get lost, incur printing and mailing costs,
take up desk space, etc.
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Consider your portfolio as one design project instead of a collection of
disparate pieces

Most likely you created your presentation boards in Illustrator. Your first instinct will be to plop your Illustrator files whole into InDesign. It’s easy, but not the best plan. Your portfolio will look a lot better, a lot more
cohesive if you treat it as ONE project and redesign each spread in InDesign. You can create one grid for
the entire portfolio, align each item in the portfolio to the grid, and the entire portfolio will look much more
polished.

Decide on a shape

Review your text and images. Are the majority of your images horizontal or vertical? Make some thumbnail
sketches of your spread (the left and right pages together) to ensure the shape and size of your portfolio fits
your work well. In the images below, grey boxes represent text and black boxes represent images.

Heirarchy. Where is the viewer’s eye drawn first, second, and third? Think about where the reader’s eye
goes first, second, and third on a newspaper page or poster. Make sure the reader’s eye is following content
on your spreads in the order you want.
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Don’t trap negative space.

trapped!

This first layout contains
many areas with trapped
space and not enough
focus. The boards are the
original Illustrator files
handed in for grading.

The layout has been recreated using a grid, and the
text rewritten to be more
concise. By placing the
heavier images next to
the fold instead of on the
outside of the spread, we
resolve the layout’s imbalance, and allow the viewer
to focus on the product.

No floating. Everything on the page and spreads should be lined up with something else.
1/3

landscape

1/3

architecture
landscape

michele plante

architecture

michele plante

university of illinois at urbana-champaign

university of illinois at urbana-champaign

don’t do this

this is better
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1/3

Use your master pages and build a grid. I like the 6-column grid because it gives you the flexibility to
use both a 2-column page and a 3-column page.
Create a document with facing pages and double click on the Master Pages icon at the top.
			
			

On the left master page, make a box inside
the margins and select it.

			
Next, open Window>>Utilities>>Scripts>>
			Applications>>Samples>>JavaScript
			
Double-click on “MakeGrid” and enter
			
rows: 6, columns: 6, then hit enter.
You will now see 36 boxes. Select them all and go to the Scripts
menu again, this time double-clicking on “AddGuides.” Deselect
“horizontal center” and “vertical center.” Click OK.
To create guides for the facing page, repeat the process on right page, but under
“AddGuides”, also deselect “top” and “bottom.” When you’re
finished, delete all the boxes on the Master Pages.

Now that you’ve got a grid, you can move on to your document pages and start sketching.
Or, you can download a CS3 version of the 6-column grid at netfiles.uiuc.edu/mplante/landscape/portfolio.indd

Typographic Tips I
Some typefaces are created to be “display faces”, some work best as “body copy” (what you’re now reading), others can function as both. Bodoni is an excellent example of a display face. It’s great shown large
and in small doses, but you wouldn’t want to read an entire page of it. In contrast, Bradley Hand doesn’t
have the authority to be a good display face—just try imagining it as a movie poster title. Univers Bold
makes a good display face and Univers Light makes a good body copy typeface.

Bodoni BradleyUnivers
Bold
Univers Light makes for
easy reading in large quantities
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Typographic Tips II
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In the first example, text is 13 point type condensed light, subheads are 16 points, and heads are 26 points.
In the second example, text is 10 points condensed light, subheads are 12 points, and heads are 24 points.
In the last example, text is 7 points condensed light, subheads are semibold 9 points, and heads are 18 points. The
middle paragraph has odd spacing (like this) because it needs a return at the end. InDesign is weird that way.

Too Big

Acceptable

Too Small

iClick

Subhead

Designed for fun and better parent-child interaction, iClick is a
toy kit with functions. Little kid always shares favorites with his/
her love ones, which definitely creates sweet sparkles in parent’s
life. Then, why not celebrate it, and make it more?

Designed for fun and better parentchild interaction, iClick is a toy kit
with functions. Little kid always
shares favorites with his/her love
ones, which definitely

Subhead

creates sweet sparkles in parent’s
life. Then, why not celebrate it, and
make it more?

tips:
use tracking and
“forced line break”
for good copy fitting.
en and em-dashes are
handy too.

Designed for fun and better parent-child
interaction, iClick is a toy kit with functions.
Little kid always shares favorites with his/
her love ones, which definitely creates sweet
sparkles in parent’s life. Then, why not
celebrate it, and make it more?
Children always like the new and loathe the
old, toys lose their attraction to kids as the
time goes on.

Subhead

Children always like the new and loathe the
old, toys lose their attraction to kids as the
time goes on.

Subhead, Solution 1

Children always like the new and loathe the old, toys lose their
attraction to kids as the time goes on.

Subhead

Designed for fun and better parent-child interaction, iClick is a
toy kit with functions. Little kid always shares favorites with his/
her love ones, which definitely creates sweet sparkles in parent’s
life. Then, why not celebrate it, and make it more?
Children always like the new and loathe the old, toys lose their
attraction to kids as the time goes on.

this should be ONE text box using three
paragraph styles (window > styles >
paragraph styles) NOT a series of separate text boxes or text styled line by line.
Paragraph styles allow you to control
font, sizes, color, rules, vertical spacing,
tabs, and much more. They will save you
HOURS of time.

Avoid widows and orphans—don’t let words sit alone!
To make the square more inviting, I
created an enclosed walkway with
green walls, art, and ample seating
over the four-lane highway. It serves
as both a focal point for the square and
bridge.

To make the square more inviting, I
created an enclosed walkway with
green walls, art, and ample seating
over the four-lane highway. It serves
as both a focal point for the square
and a tourist attraction for overseas
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visitors.

Key Design Points

The most common disasters occur when students don’t have a grid so the heads, body copy, and captions
appear in different places on each spread (facing pages) and are out of proportion to each other.
The portfolio is a book, not a collection of posters. When the title and body copy are in the same position on
each spread, the reader does not need to reorient him or herself each time the page is turned and can focus
on the work you’ve done in class instead of the layout design. This is the key to designing your portfolio. In
this case, the very best design is invisible and functions only to showcase your industrial assignments. Let
the reader focus on your classwork instead of taking the opportunity to play with rules, shapes, colors, and
textures.
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Sometimes good graphic design just shuts up and
allows content to shine.
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